The International Trade Commission (ITC or Commission) is an adjudicative agency that safeguards intellectual property (IP) rights among patent litigants. Notably, when an import infringes a U.S. patent, the ITC investigates the unlawful act under Section 1337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (Section 337) rather than the Patent Act of 1952 (Patent Act). Today, the ITC and the federal courts comprise a parallel patent system but support varying standing rules. Section 337 proceedings only require that one ITC complainant demonstrate standing; the federal courts require all plaintiffs. This difference favors non-practicing entities (NPEs)—a term encompassing patent trolls. Section 337’s broader standing interpretation, supplemented with the ITC’s domestic industry requirement, helps NPEs exploit the Commission’s purpose. Even though the ITC does not award monetary damages, trolls litigating before the Commission may threaten respondents with exclusion orders—nevertheless forcing settlements and achieving financial relief. Therefore, to reverse NPE power at the ITC, amendments to Section 337’s current standing and domestic industry requirements merit consideration.
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE PARALLEL PATENT SYSTEM

The United States patent system distributes power to several significant institutions.\(^1\) Administrative agencies like the United States Patent & Trademark Office examine patent applications and grant patents.\(^2\) Judicial courts like the federal district courts and the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit adjudicate infringement, validity, and enforceability issues.\(^3\) Within these institutions, the legal process of the patent system runs parallel.\(^4\)

The parallel system further includes the International Trade Commission, which is a “quasi-judicial federal agency” and “an expert court in patent law.”\(^5\) Congress created this forum to “gain protectionist support for trade reform.”\(^6\) The Commission protects domestic IP rights and conducts investigations of unfair imports and trade practices.\(^7\) These investigations penalize “companies that … exploit US IP rights and those who import allegedly infringing products.”\(^8\) But unlike federal courts, which interpret patent infringement under the Patent Act, the ITC derives jurisdiction and investigatory powers from Section 337.\(^9\) In part, Section 337 prohibits the importation of an article that “infringes a valid and enforceable United States patent.”\(^10\)

The fora often adjudicate patent actions concurrently.\(^11\) However, the ITC’s standing interpretation is broader than the federal courts.\(^12\) Notably, Section 337 only requires a showing “that at least one complainant is the

---

3. Id. at 47.
4. Id.; Merges & Duffy, supra note 1, at 898-99.
owner or exclusive licensee” of an asserted patent. This variance opens the ITC to more litigants and advantages those who abuse the patent system for financial gain.

The Commission’s standing rule also interacts with its domestic industry requirement. Suppose a complainant seeks relief in a patent-based complaint. In that case, the rule demands that a United States industry “relating to the articles protected by the patent … exists or is in the process of being established.” Evidence of this occurs when the complainant shows it undertook a substantial investment in the asserted patent through “engineering, research and development, or licensing.”

In practice, these requirements confer undue power to non-practicing entities (NPEs)— “patent trolls” who purchase patents covering widely-used technology and seek to assert and license the rights. With legal strategy and aggressive litigation tactics, this type of NPE often avoids lawsuits in federal court. Instead, they turn to the ITC and leverage threats of exclusion orders—the primary remedy available under Section 337—to force out of court settlements. Thus, to reverse NPE power at the ITC, a proposed amendment to Section 337 standing and domestic industry merits consideration.

This Comment analyzes pathways to curb NPE power at the ITC. Part II explains why NPEs prefer the ITC over the federal courts. Part III identifies the parallel patent system’s varied standing rules. Part IV highlights the ITC’s domestic industry requirement. Part V explores the influential power NPEs hold. Finally, Part VI supports current proposals to reign in NPE power and evaluates the implications of amending Section 337’ standing or domestic industry. This Comment concludes that an amendment best serves the parallel system.

II. NPEs PREFER THE ITC OVER THE FEDERAL COURTS.

NPE’s interest in the ITC flows from the 2006 Supreme Court decision in eBay, Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C. There, the Court

16. Id. § 1337(a)(3)(C).
17. This Comment presumes the patent troll definition of NPEs throughout. See Mueller, supra note 2, at 960.
18. See 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (d), (e); Sun, supra note 5, at 146-47.
weakened the ability of patent owners to obtain injunctive relief in federal court cases and overturned longstanding practice.\textsuperscript{20} Now, courts in Patent Act proceedings must apply a “traditional four-factor test” to determine the appropriateness of injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{21} A controlling factor of this test requires a demonstration that a plaintiff “suffered an irreparable injury” to obtain an exclusion order.\textsuperscript{22} One result of this decision “decoupled a patent owner’s right” of exclusion.\textsuperscript{23} Another outcome provided incentives to enforce rights at the ITC because the eBay decision did not extend to Section 337 investigations.\textsuperscript{24}

Unlike the federal courts, the ITC does not require a “showing of irreparable harm … to obtain” an exclusion order.\textsuperscript{25} The Commission will grant this remedy to complainants after it finds infringement.\textsuperscript{26} Since NPEs use exclusion orders as a primary instrument of exploitation against respondents, “companies and commentators [over the years] have expressed concerns that the ITC could become a haven for nonpracticing entities.”\textsuperscript{27} Especially in instances where “legal independence continually causes disruption within the patent system, . . . [and] the Supreme Court makes changes to U.S. patent law . . . that do not apply at the ITC.”\textsuperscript{28} Until the parallel system addresses this legal independence, the ITC will remain favorable.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{20} See id.
\textsuperscript{21} Id. at 394.
\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 391.
\textsuperscript{24} Since NPEs do not practice the patents they own, NPEs cannot satisfy the four factor test or make a showing of harm. eBay, 547 U.S. at 391; See generally 19 U.S.C. § 1337 et seq.
\textsuperscript{26} 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(1).
Today, sophisticated NPEs “have become adept at using the ITC as part of a legal strategy.”30 They’ll file federal court actions against a defendant with little intention to litigate, but will “simultaneously [ask] the ITC to investigate a claim of IP infringement” against the same respondent to increase settlement pressure.31 Their hope? Obtain an exclusion order on the patent from the ITC—fully aware that the Commission cannot award monetary damages—and force the respondent to settle before the federal court decides on damages. Thus, in a parallel system offering multiple venues of varied standing, little stands to combat NPEs using “the threat of an injunction” for their financial gain.32

III. INTERPRETING THE VARIED STANDING RULES

Beyond eBay’s effect, the ITC has legal independence from the federal courts under “procedures and remedies . . . governed by a separate statute.”33 While statutory standing under the Patent Act provides that “[a] patentee shall have remedy by civil action for infringement of his patent,” Section 337 standing allows an independent exclusive licensee to bring a Section 337 claim.34 Thus, “the question of standing to assert a patent claim is [not only] jurisdictional,” but further dependent on the parties involved.35

A. Patent Act Standing in Federal Court

Standing applies to a “patentee” within the Patent Act and extends to any “successors in title.”36 Specifically, a statutory cause of action under the Patent Act requires that any complaint alleging patent infringement “be

31. Id.
33. Watson, supra note 28.
34. 35 U.S.C. § 281; cf. 19 C.F.R. § 210.12(a)(7). A plaintiff who is an independent exclusive licensee does not possess statutory standing to bring a claim in federal court.
35. SiRF Tech., Inc. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 601 F.3d 1319, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
36. 35 U.S.C. § 100(d). This general principle operates independently of the presumption that a sole patentee alleging infringement satisfies constitutional standing. Constitutional standing under Article III, Section 2, in a cause of action involving patent infringement, is established when a third party “performs at least one prohibited action with respect to the patent invention that violates [its] exclusionary rights.” Morrow v. Microsoft Corp., 499 F.3d 1332, 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2007); Lone Star Silicon Innovations LLC v. Nanya Tech. Corp., 925 F.3d, 1234 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
brought by a party holding legal title to the patent.” Therefore, every co-
plaintiff in a patent infringement action “must have the right to exclude
others from making, using or selling the invention in the US.” By
contrast, if a party “lacks exclusionary rights . . . [they have] no authority
to assert a patent (even along with the patentee).” Thus, under the Patent
Act, an independent non-exclusive licensee cannot bring suit or join a
patent owner in federal court.

B. Section 337 Standing at the ITC

Commission opinions generally acknowledge that the ITC does not
infer “a different standing requirement under Section 337 than the federal
courts . . . established in patent infringement cases.” However, separate
from plaintiffs in federal court, complainants before the Commission face
a weakened threshold. The Commission only requires a showing that “at
least one complainant is the owner or exclusive licensee of the subject
intellectual property.” But the complainant must still prove “it has a
domestic industry” because the ITC is designed to protect the interests of
companies actively . . . operating . . . within the United States.

To initiate an ITC action, a patentee files a complaint under Section
337. The ITC’s Office of Unfair Import Investigations (OUII) takes the
complaint’s initial service and reviews the merits. An Administrative
Law Judge then issues an initial determination on (1) evidentiary issues

---
37. Abbott Labs. V. Diamedix Corp., 47 F.3d 1128, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 1995); Luminara
parties with exclusionary rights to a patent” or ownership may establish standing and “bring suit
for patent infringement”).

38. Morrow, 499 F.3d at 1430. Statutory standing concerns which parties must participate

39. Lone Star Silicon Innovations, 925 F.3d at 1228.


41. Certain Catalyst Components and Catalysts for the Polymerization of Olefins (Catalyst
Components), Inv. No. 337-TA-307, Comm’n Op., 1990 WL 710614, at *15 (June 7, 1990); but
see Certain Rd. Constr. Machs. & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1088, Order No. 22,
(June 5, 2018) (ALJ Lord highlighting the variance among standing rules).

42. 19 C.F.R. § 210.12(a)(7).

43. Id. (emphasis added).

44. Joseph A. Saltiel & Jennifer K. Gregory, Will the ITC Become a Regular Forum for

45. 19 U.S.C. § 1337 et seq; Lyon & Piepmeier, supra note 8 (“To begin an investigation,
a complainant must prepare and file a detailed complaint, which the ITC must in turn accept
through a process known as ‘instituting an investigation.’”).

46. 19 C.F.R. § 210.7; see Office of Unfair Import Investigations (OUII), U.S. INT’L TRADE
and (2) the sufficiency of a Section 337 violation, including the existence of a domestic injury.\textsuperscript{47} Therefore, the OUII determines whether a complainant satisfies the domestic injury requirement for proper standing during pre-institution proceedings.\textsuperscript{48}

IV. ITC DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

While Section 337 standing helps determine which complainants may litigate before the Commission, the domestic industry requirement serves to gatekeep the forum’s excessive use because it demands a showing that a complainant’s actions related to its asserted patent in the United States warrants protection.\textsuperscript{49} Moreover, it “ensures that the protections offered by the ITC [only] benefit companies with significant investments in exploiting the relevant IP . . . .”\textsuperscript{50} Since NPE trolls often acquire patent rights and then license those rights under revenue-driven models, the ITC’s domestic industry requirement proves relevant.\textsuperscript{51}

A. An Open Interpretation Regarding Substantial Licensing Activity

Before the OUII decides to institute a Section 337 investigation, a patentee must establish the existence of a domestic industry “relating to the articles protected by the patent . . . [that] exists or is in the process of being established.”\textsuperscript{52} This inquiry is two-fold and requires proof of certain activities related to an asserted patent.\textsuperscript{53}

The “first prong, or ‘the technical prong’ of the test, measures [a patent holder’s investment] in the United States by exploiting the patent.”\textsuperscript{54} The second prong, or the “economic prong” of that test, requires proof of certain activities to establish the industry.\textsuperscript{55} Satisfactory evidence includes: “(A) significant investment in plant and equipment; (B) significant employment of labor or capital; or (C) substantial investment in [an asserted patent’s] exploitation, including engineering, research and

\textsuperscript{47} 19 C.F.R. § 210.43(d) (noting the Commission thereafter reviews the record and issues a final determination, either affirming or altering the ALJ’s initial determination).
\textsuperscript{48} See id. § 210.11.
\textsuperscript{49} Seal & Southard, supra note 25.
\textsuperscript{50} Lyon & Piepmeier, supra note 8.
\textsuperscript{51} See Seal & Southard, supra note 25.
\textsuperscript{52} 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{53} Id. § 1337(a)(1)(B), (a)(2-3); see, e.g., Certain Child Carriers and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-115, Pub. No. 5264 (Feb. 1, 2022).
\textsuperscript{54} Saltiel & Gregory, supra note 44; see also 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{55} 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).
development, or licensing.”

A failure of proof provides the OUII with the necessary grounds for dismissal.

The ITC’s reliance on a domestic industry supports the rationale behind Section 337 standing. The “domestic industry requirement exists because Congress wanted the ITC ‘to adjudicate trade disputes . . . on behalf of an industry in the United States.’” Applying “this requirement . . . [during a standing determination helps] preclude holders of U.S. intellectual property rights [from using Section 337] who have no contact with the United States other than owning such intellectual property.”

The domestic industry requirement obliges the Commission to “consider all licensing activities.” When a complainant attempts to demonstrate domestic industry based on those activities, the Commission uses a flexible approach.

On one end of the spectrum, the Federal Circuit and Commission have historically agreed that “ordinary patent litigation expenses should not be automatically considered a ‘substantial investment in . . . licensing.’” However, situations involving revenue-driven licensing, where a complainant demonstrates its licensing expenditures comprise “a substantial investment” with “a sufficient nexus between the patent at issue and the alleged domestic licensing industry,” are dispositive. The predictability of what exploitive activities satisfy the “substantial investment” inquiry under the economic prong is complex because the Commission weighs licensing activities differently regardless of whether

56. Id.
59. Id.
62. Id.
63. John Mezzalingua, 660 F.3d at 1328 (“Expenditures on patent litigation alone do not constitute evidence of the existence of an industry in the United States established by a substantial investment in the exploitation of a patent.”).
the domestic industry requirement is met. In some clarity, the Commission’s held that “[a] complainant relying upon a domestic industry founded upon [S]ection 337(a)(3)(C) [the relevant licensing provision] must demonstrate the existence of articles that practice the asserted patent.” But this nexus of uncertainty leaves standing room for NPE exploitation because NPEs can sue patent infringers, settle out of court, license the patented technology to the infringers, and then rely on the existence of the license to satisfy Section 337 domestic industry.

V. NPE Control and Influence

Recent Commission and congressional efforts attempted to rein in NPE control. However, subsequent court decisions reinforce the windfall eBay gave to ITC complainants. Since non-manufacturing activities like licensing may qualify as “substantial investments” under the economic prong for domestic industry, and domestic industry does not apply to Patent Act standing, the OUII readily institutes investigations today with NPE complainants.

A. NPE Complainants Hold Immense Leveraging Power

NPEs have significant leverage in ITC proceedings over respondents because Section 337 standing and domestic injury are related. Under the Commission’s standing rule, NPEs may join third parties to satisfy domestic industry or use their licensing activity—evinced above as a case-dependent threshold—to “bypass [the] courts in pursuit of a remedy that

64. See Multimedia Display, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm’n Op., at 7, 12.
69. Section 337 Statistics: Number of Section 337 Investigations Brought by NPEs (Updated Annually), U.S. INT’L TRADE COMM’N (updated Jan. 31, 2022), http://www.usitc.gov/intellectual_property/337_statistics_number_section_337_investigations.htm (indicating 10 of the 52 total Section 337 investigations in 2021 were brought by NPEs).
isn’t justified by patent policy or trade policy goals.” Namely, monetary relief. Since a substantial investment in licensing increases a complainant’s odds that the OUII will institute an investigation, NPEs who own patents or frivolously assert exclusivity rights benefit.

Moreover, “[t]he ITC favors speed and demands certainty.” To “promote expeditious adjudication, the Commission … [typically] establish[es] a target date for its final determination” within forty-five days of institution. Speed, however, comes with a cost. ITC proceedings are approximately “three times [more expensive for respondents than] what they would … [assume] in a district court case.” Knowledgeable NPEs will then typically leverage the higher costs of this compressed expense window to increase settlement pressure. This windfall from expeditious adjudication preempts abusive litigation, which many respondents find too risky.

For example, on February 14, 2020, Neodrón Ltd. of Ireland (Neodrón) filed multiple actions against Apple and other consumer electronic suppliers in federal court. In its complaint, the self-proclaimed NPE—and often referenced patent troll—alleged that Apple infringed its capacitive touchscreen patents, which the company acquired and licensed years before. To escalate the immediacy of its action, the NPE brought

---

72. See 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(a)(1)(ii) (noting that the ITC cannot award monetary damages or attorney fees).
73. See generally Watson, supra note 58; Kabakoff & Strickland, supra note 71.
75. 19 U.S.C. § 1337(b)(1).
76. Seal & Southard, supra note 25.
77. Id.
80. Neodrón made similar allegations of patent infringement against the aforementioned defendants. See id.
additional claims before the ITC on February 14, 2020—which the Commission instituted on March 16, 2020.81

Neodrón sought an exclusion order barring the import of nearly ninety percent of smartphones and tablets into the U.S. consumer marketplace.82 A prayer likely grounded on its non-manufacturing licensing activity. If the Commission found merit in its position, the effects would have been detrimental to all consumer electronic suppliers. Neodrón presumably leveraged the potentially daunting exclusion order because all named respondents settled outside of ITC proceedings within the year and the district court actions were dismissed shortly after.83 While the ITC’s varied standing rule aims to benefit parties possessing less than all substantial rights to a patent in federal court—examples like Neodrón illustrate the negative trade-off. The ITC’s current landscape offers NPE complainants undeserving leveraging power.84

VI. PROPOSALS TO CHANGE ITC STANDING UNDER SECTION 337

Even though some Section 337 investigations involve parties that sue each other in federal court, NPEs benefit most under the Commission’s current standing rule and domestic industry requirement.85 NPE leverage at the ITC poses a threat because “unwilling licensees and other reluctant third parties are [generally] implicated in Section 337 … .”86 Amending Section 337’s standing rule or domestic industry seeks to rectify this issue.

A. Adopt the Federal Courts’ Position on Standing

To shift power away from NPEs, the ITC should consider a proposal to adopt the federal courts’ position on standing. It’s narrower interpretation to prohibit non-exclusive licensees from joining either the patent owner or an exclusive licensee for standing purposes would lessen

83. Capacitive Touch-Controlled, Inv. 337-TA-1193, Order No. 22 (Feb. 19, 2021).
84. See Miller, supra note 28.
the appeal and preference NPEs have towards filing at the Commission.87 Moreover, any legal strategy involving abusive litigation tactics would likely cease.88 This is because the ITC only grants two types of remedies: exclusion orders or cease and desist orders.89 Applying an aligned standing position amongst the fora forces all complainants to file an action in the forum of their desired remedy and redresses the desirability of obtaining injunctive relief at the ITC after the eBay decision.90

Further, Section 337 standing determinations do not begin at a complaint’s filing; they begin when the OUII institutes the investigation.91 If the Commission required all co-complainants to possess ownership or an exclusionary right in an asserted patent like the federal courts at the time of filing, then a NPE’s reliance on third parties to satisfy the domestic injury requirement fades.92 Understandably, this shift would either deny parties standing at the ITC, that would originally satisfy Section 337’s requirement, or significantly lessen the number of qualified litigants.93 But this likely simplifies the parallel patent system and prevents the walkaround licensing solution expressed above.

The parallel system is accustomed to the notion of intra-system adoption, especially in instances of fora imbalance.94 Adopting the federal courts’ position on standing resolves the current variances between Section 337 and Patent Act standing while mitigating NPE exploitation.95 It further harmonizes substantive law. Considering the above example, Neodrón could no longer leverage the threat of an exclusion order.96 The

89. See 19 C.F.R. § 210.75.
90. Lyon & Piepmeier, supra note 8; see Fues, supra note 20.
91. This variance includes the OUII’s pre-institution proceedings, which affords complainants a longer window to cure standing after filing a complaint compared to federal court. 19 C.F.R. §§ 210.9-.12; see Eric W Schweibenz & Alexander B Englehart, Making a Stand, INTELL. PROP. MAG. (Apr. 2020).
92. 19 C.F.R § 210.12(a)(7); see Kabakoff & Andrew G. Strickland, supra note 71; Schweibenz & Englehart, supra note 91.
93. Id.
96. See Compl. for Pat. Infringement, supra note 79.
theoretical implications of adopting the federal courts’ standing requirement offer respondents recourse from abusive litigation, which dissuades NPE complainants from ITC trials. Thus, adopting the federal courts’ standing rule restores power to respondents and rectifies instances of parallel system imbalance.

B. Raise the Domestic Injury Requirement Further

The ITC does not provide a uniform definition of NPEs. However, the Commission attempts to categorize them. Category 1 NPEs include manufacturers, inventors, research and developers, and start-ups, which the ITC weighs more favorably. Alternatively, Category 2 NPEs include those whose business model primarily focuses on purchasing and asserting patents. Today, “NPE domestic industry proofs almost always center on ‘licensing’ of the patent at issue.” Yet, the case-specific nature of determining whether the licensing activity is substantial preempts NPE pressure. NPE power comes from the ITC’s broad position on standing, which further relates to its domestic industry requirement. If Section 337 required all complainants “to comprehensively demonstrate substantial linkages to U.S. domestic industry and harm to the U.S. economy before an investigation is launched,” then the ITC could reset the NPE power balance and weaken the bluntness of exclusion orders.

Congress recognizes this pressing issue. Recent House Bill 5184—the Advancing America’s Interests Act (AAIA)—targets NPE abuse and

---

98. Section 337 Statistics, supra note 69.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id.; Alex Czanik, Interdigital Communications v. ITC: Wrongly Satisfying the ITC Domestic Industry Requirement, 82 U. CIN. L. REV. 613, 617 (2018) (The Commission tries to give less weight to Category 2 NPEs who are “commonly known as a patent assertion entity (PAE) or its pejorative, ‘patent troll.’”).
102. Seal & Southard, supra note 25.
104. Miller, supra note 29.
revenue-driven activities at the ITC.105 Facially, AAIA proposes to amend the relevant provisions of domestic industry and provide clarity as to what qualifies as substantial licensing activity.106 If enacted, a “complainant [could] not rely upon activities by its licensees unless the license leads to the adoption and development of articles that incorporate the” patent.107 This elevated position authorizes the Commission to exclude certain entities focused solely on revenue-driven activities—Category 2 NPEs—rather than production-driven entities—Category 1 NPEs—while eliminating unwilling domestic industry partners or unqualified complainants in ITC proceedings.108

Ensuring that licensing leads to creating an article under a production-driven model has budding implications.109 Since many NPEs use existing products to satisfy Section 337 before the product’s manufacturer becomes an authorized licensee, the bill’s position aims to stop a NPE’s participation in unfair trade practices.110

Amending domestic industry to reduce the Commission’s reliance on NPE’s licensing activity aligns the ITC with its founding purpose of creating “an objective body to study the impact of . . . trade.”111 NPEs who target existing products solely to file ITC investigations do not promote domestic investments in manufacturing, research, and development—which are statutory methods to establish a domestic industry.112 Refining the ITC’s position on which non-manufacturing activities qualify as “substantial investments” specific to licensing—like AAIA does—advances respondents’ interests instead of NPE power.113 Unless licensing “lead[s] to the development of new patent-practicing products,” those who license for litigation purposes would fail Section 337’s threshold to bring

105. Advancing America’s Interests Act, H.R. 5184, 117th Cong. (2021-22) (introduced originally as H.R. 8037, 116th Cong. (2020)).
106. Id. § 3 (proposing to insert “substantial investments in licensing activities that leads to the adoption and development of articles that incorporate the patent.”).
107. Id.
108. Rizzolo & McLaughlin, supra note 27.
109. See, H.R. 5184 § 3.
113. Miller, supra note 29.
an investigation under a heightened domestic industry standard. The Commission’s past decisions “have raised the bar [for] NPEs to prove domestic industry through their licensing activity.” If enacted, AAIA will re-raise Section 337’s domestic industry. But for now, its blueprint sends notice to NPEs of potential change and the bill will be something to monitor moving forward.

VII. CONCLUSION

The ITC remains an alternative to district court litigation, offering relief against acts of patent infringement. While the Commission operates to safeguard foreign trade, few of the present rules governing Section 337 investigations preempt imbalance within the parallel patent system. Specifically, the ITC’s standing and domestic industry requirements enable NPEs to exploit the Commission’s purpose. Considering the parallel system’s landscape after the eBay decision and the recent AAIA proposal, the ITC should consider amendments to adopt the federal courts’ narrower standing rule or heighten its domestic industry requirement to deny standing for NPEs that focus solely on revenue-driven activities. Should adoption occur, it will harmonize substantive law amongst the fora, advance the interest of respondents while minimizing NPE power at the ITC, and further simplify the parallel patent system. Now, the only thing standing in the way, are the ITC’s standing rules themselves.

114. Mirzaie & Lateef, supra note 112.
115. Rizzolo & McLaughlin, supra note 27.